Integrin alpha V beta 3 expression in luminal breast cancer cells promotes their
reversion to acinar-like structure in conjunction with their relevant microenvironment.
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Re-establishing tissue organization of breast cancer cells into acini was shown previously to
override their malignant phenotype. Here we demonstrate that expression of Integrin αvβ3
(Int- αvβ3) in luminal A breast cancer cell lines can revert them back to a normal-like acini
when cultured in their relevant physiological microenvironment. This reversion promoted
their growth arrest and was mediated by Int-αvβ3 expression and activation on cancer luminal
progenitor like cells (CLPC). Furthermore, this reversion was mediated by donwregulation of
NOTCH-4 expression and downstream signaling. Intriguingly, the reverted acini resembled
pre-neoplastic stage of breast tissue; likewise Int-αvβ3 expression was mostly detected in a
benign stage of the human breast tissues.
Hence, all together these data propose a novel strategy to normalize the malignant phenotype
by reprogramming CLPC to differentiate via the expression of Int-αVβ3.

Significance: Recurrence beyond 10-year survival is the principal cause of mortality of
luminal A breast cancer patients that no longer respond well to conventional therapies. Given
that these cancers are enriched with CLPC makes them good candidates for differentiation
therapy by which reprogramming of CLPC to differentiate to a more benign state may be
achieved by promoting downstream signaling that emanate from Int-αVβ3. Therefore,
promoting such differentiation may be utilized to combat recurring breast cancers thus
keeping them on halt.

